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Allegation
On September 27, 2017, the Office of the Inspector General received a reported allegation of neglect from
Envision Unlimited. It is alleged that XXXXX eloped while being supervised 1:1 by XXXXX on
September 27, 2017, between 4:00 and 6:30 a.m.
Synopsis
On September 27, 2017, XXXXX was assigned overnight to supervise XXXXX 1:1. XXXXX was the
second staff person working that shift at the CILA. XXXXX arrived at the CILA that morning and observed
the front door opened. He witnessed both XXXXX and XXXXX sleeping. He discovered that XXXXX
eloped. He did not notify the staff on duty or the agency and continued to perform his job duties. XXXXX
then observed that XXXXX eloped. XXXXX was located by police and was taken to a local hospital
sometime that morning. It was not determined the exact time he eloped from the home. XXXXX and
XXXXX failed to supervise XXXXX which resulted in his elopement. XXXXX was first to notice that
XXXXX had eloped, but failed to act or notify anyone which caused a delay in search efforts, which further
placed him at risk.
Findings
Based on the facts in this case the following was concluded. The allegation of neglect is substantiated
against XXXXX, XXXXX and XXXXX.
Recommendations
The Office of The Inspector General recommends Envision Unlimited address the following:
The agency develops a policy and procedure that specifically assigns a staff to an individual’s enhanced
supervisor. The agency should consider installing an alarm system on the doors at the Kilpatrick CILA due
to XXXXX’s history of elopement. The agency should address XXXXX failure to report the allegation of
neglect in a timely manner, which is a violation of 20 ILCS 1305/1-7(k). Willful failure to comply with
OIG’s reporting requirements is a Class A misdemeanor.

